YHWH - “I WILL BE WHO I WILL BE”

I AM, THE GREAT CREATOR GOD
ARE YOU SEARCHING FOR THE “REAL” TRUTH ABOUT LIFE?
This book is for those seekers of life and it’s meaning; to those seeking real answers to
the creation of the universe? Why am I here? Who is God really? This book is a must read
for those wishing to really understand the whole Biblical creation and evolution
argument; and wishing to see revealed the God-Designed and God-Created Universe.
FIND ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS

How did the universe start?
How will the universe end?
What existed before the stars?
Does my life have any meaning?
Does God know me and care for me?
How do I know this God stuff is true?
What was God’s first gift to Mankind?
What is really the truth about Evolution?
What is the upside for being an atheist anyway?
Can I believe in the Big Bang and still be Christian?
Is God still involved with both Mankind and Creation?
Why do the atheists fight so hard; what are they afraid of?
RECEIVE INSPIRATION, KNOWLEDGE AND TRUTH
At one time many scientists were inspired by God’s creation and attributed the fixed
natural laws to the Creator. The Bible was inspiration and guided them under a set of
ethical standards into life’s major questions and search for knowledge. Now, to raise
Biblical points, embrace a Christian worldview and its teachings a Christian is ridiculed
and dismissed as ignorant by a very large portion of scientists.
OPEN YOUR EYES - A NEW VISION CAN BE YOURS
The reason this book is different from the others that search for truth, or deal with
theology & cosmology, is that it shows you how to look differently at the world and
universe around you. The answers to your questions, the questions that tear apart
religious denominations, and the questions of the ages are truly right in front of you.
Steeped in 2000 years of solid Christian Orthodoxy, this book is not “New Age” or some
other cultic mish-mash. The purpose of this book is to present a different way of viewing
the world and the universe, and to encounter this wonderful loving gracious God of the
universe, the “I Am, the Great Creator God”.

